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The Book of  Coils 

Katie Manning

 
 All that remains of  Colossians 
  

work
is 
the cousin of
welcome

this 
is
the mystery of
salt
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open a hand
and
watch
comfort
wrestling
in
chains
with what
God may 
know 
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The Book of  Disease 

Katie Manning

 
 All that remains of  Second Thessalonians 
  

we 
wicked 
work day and night 

we eat anyone
who is unwilling 

we have 
the name  
busy 
because we do not 
tire
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we hear that 
you  
keep away 

you ought to follow 

note 
this message 
or 
direct your hearts into 
food
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I see so many dead hatchlings on the sidewalk in New York each June.

First week: dead egg shaped plump beak, feathers, eyes, neck, rump, feet...

By solstice they flatten dry. Wind and foot traffic blow them toward each curb.

Flies would shrug disinterested, but they don’t have shoulders.

And if  you think walking on Park Avenue will protect you, sorry.

“My penis barks” was a confusing riposte.

A baby elephant tumbles over a laughing adult. This is my bucket list.

An accumulation of  fluid in eyes is an image you might use with your friends.

When I drift off, I chuckle No, no, he’s a dick!

Then unhook my bra from a canopy of  heliconia.

Breathe red ribs down my doll neck. 

 
My Penis Barks 

Amy Lawless
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Fattened buds splay like mercury against glass.

Never more bored than when I ride the carousel.

Never less bored than standing watching the carousel churn from land.

Earth chugs. I have become most comfortable with my scream, my compound eyes,

and uncomfortable laughter.
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She lounges, considering the strength of  a butt.
Kick me. There are twenty-five shapes of  human prayer.
How do we clean bodies? — did she drop something? She hears the bass,
but also she hears her own heart. Body parts are classified out of  context.
I said I heard you — all gold, gold, gold.
Smother a knee in blows. Hide under beds. Wander around on your feet. Drop something.
Or am I a crazy woman climbing absent a mountain?
I have fiber in my diet, Beats by Dre, water drops. I ooze fresh toothpaste.
I curl my hair in my hand.

The Back of  a Stranger 

Amy Lawless
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God looks in a mirror for access to a noose.
The divine moves with no face.
Why did the light leave her spine?
What is held in a hand? The sole of  her foot.
Give her a reason to twist. Give her the confidence of  a Ted Talk.
Give her the intimacy of  a museum.
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Googling Leonardo DiCaprio pics
I’m struck by the fact that there’s
an image of  him doing everything
and even in mimic, his profession
leads to a kind of  expertise.
Drinking milk, surviving in a dead horse,
winning, moving out of  the way
for Lady Gaga, clutching a door holding Rose.
But pretending isn’t doing, it’s a way of  being.

 My hands are aging, skin near paper thin.
 I sometimes bleed out of  the wrong places.
 I miss my Mama in the middle of  the night.
 I’m at the Strand writing like Lucy from Peanuts.
 There’s this history. Hand me some Doritos.

  
Sonnet for Leo 

Amy Lawless
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Is not the same as drawing them, nor reading 
the book with that title, nor studying 
each illustration: beech, elm, oak, black

locust. Wanting to draw trees is about wanting 
to learn how to hold onto nothing, only lightly 
touch the air, spend months of  every year

empty, bare, reaching, stark, still beautiful. 
How to hold liquid promise like sap or 
the treasure of  buds, hidden up a slim sleeve 

Wanting to Draw Trees

Kasandra Larsen
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dressed in grey, in brown, in nothing near 
brightness, calling attention. How to hold on 
through winter in a northern city, survive

with grace, lengthening each pencil-thin 
limb to tremble and gladly stretch toward 
that yellow heaven you may never touch.
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I say I want to write a poem about trees,
but that’s not true. I don’t really know me 

when I write. That beast and her Laocoönic banquet 
of  verses. There’s not much room left to talk anymore. 

Life’s been difficult. I’m living under a loose firmament, 
so I’m sorry I’m not, in your words,

okay. At night I consider subtweeting you because
I am ridiculous, 

Ask Me About My Daddy Issues

Hannah Cohen
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stuck being the prey and predator 
of  my affection. Ridiculous. All I’m good at is giving 

a fish-hooked smile when backed into the corner,
but I bet you think I’m cute, even though my face is

quite the bargain find. I like you so much that I’m willing to try 
other literary devices: onomatopoeia, irony, 

hyperbole. O those weird fuck dreams, you know. 
Or not. And yeah, maybe I’d bend 

my fears over the rounded rim of  the bathtub, but
I’ve come to love love-shaped things

and their stand-ins. You, 
sweet-as-dark. Always wonderful at the leaving.
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My mother’s green shovel 
struck dead a wren in the snow.
We do not know what it wanted

down here. She and I had no time 
for the fantasies of  tiny things. 

At dinner, my mother asks to be cremated.
She clarifies, she wants to be cremated

when she’s no longer here. 
I instead watch her feathers 
wane in the slush light.

During the Winter in Which  
My Father Leaves
 
Hannah Cohen
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ice in the river and the plastic bags in 
tree branches and if  you 
call it silence 
then you need to be prepared
 
if  you drive north 
the mountains begin to drift apart 

the fields 
which understand fences

which understand the ease of  being lost 
with no hope of  ever getting found

the bleeding horse  
at the edge of  the forest
 
john sweet
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and the girl was eleven i think 
when she disappeared 
and this was fifteen years ago

my girlfriend was pregnant and 
the road went nowhere
 
went past an empty house with a 
starving dog chained to 
a tree in the front yard and i 
didn’t stop

i considered how deep 
the hole would need to be dug

how many times i’d have to 
tell the story before it 
lost all meaning

before it ended up being who i was
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The long road from Illinois, four kids in a station wagon headed to 
California. The way the pioneer wagons left tracks in the dirt, the way 
the ruts are still visible a hundred years later — my uncle tells us all 
of  this and I believe nothing he says. A European Jesus observes me 
from the ceiling, white as milk and a very good capitalist. Deal with it, 
I tell White Jesus. This is your fault anyway.

My uncle is replaced by a man in a collar, which reminds me to won-
der if  the white part is made of  plastic. The pastor tells us that my 
grandmother sat at the right hand of  the Lord and I try not to laugh. 
As though hedging her bets were the same as belief, taking precau-
tions the same as faith. Let me know who was right, I whisper, just in 
case she’s listening. Let me know who came to meet you.

 
Church of  the Good Shephard

Cait Powell
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We eat brownies in the lobby and I do my best to be sad. This is the 
day of  my grandmother’s funeral — this is how the rain sounded 
on the old church roof, this is what the plastic flowers on her pew 
looked like. Nobody gets a do-over. Is this sad carpet, that I’m walk-
ing on? Is the burnt-out lightbulb melancholy? Someone’s put up a 
rainbow flag, because gays can love White Jesus too. Grief  slinks out 
of  the bathroom and nibbles at the edge of  a snickerdoodle. I can’t 
stay here, it tells me. I’ll come back when you need me.

Afterwards I drive with my mother to a restaurant called the Road-
side Café. We eat burgers from plastic baskets and pretend the world 
is smaller than it is. Over the din of  the radio, she says it’s her first 
week as an orphan, and I poke at the thought like it’s a rough-edged 
tooth. I imagine myself  in future years, swallowing around a sadness I 
can only anticipate; I imagine cutting steak into bite-sized pieces and 
spoon-feeding grief  as I would spoon-feed a child. My elbows stick 
to the beer on the table. The parking lot outside is muddy and un-
paved, the highway silent and dark. I whisper to my mother and she 
whispers back.



 
 I write to you across what separates us. 
 Czeslaw Milosz  
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Of  course I don’t know where  
you are, or if. That’s what it means  
to lose someone. I am writing 
across loss

on the cusp of  twenty-one  
years since your nine days 
of  never ten. That’s what it means 
to carry

 
Infantasy

Susan Carlson
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a slender slice of  you. Pink 
autopsied grim. Memory  
like a fontanelle. Fairy tales 
from the terrible lap

of  god.   
I write to offer something 
of  myself  
to myself, because I am left

with me. My explanation  
to mankind: 
there’s nothing  
to be done 

for the undone. 
My apology 
for going on: 
living 

with ruin  
and rue, 
the heat 
of  who I was.
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once you sat at the edge
outside yourself—once
overdosing
 they came for you
 in night’s remnants

once dawn cat-walked across the archway 
and the first day rose
without you 
I knew 
how to bury 
you deep 
once I grieved your death
a thousand times—once 
I hollowed out 

Catch & Release with the Best  
Chance of  Survival or How Not  
to Become a Raymond Carver  
Short Story

Ava C. Cipri
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a narrow hour 
dismantling its gears 
to reverse our timeline—

once I walked away 
from my sister-life  
to see you 
lit 
still burning 
the horizon 
between us
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The endodontist’s receptionist hands me a pamphlet 
Post-Care for Your Root Canal & tells me to follow-up 
for a crown. I don’t bother   opening it; this isn’t my first time. 
I know that tenuous space   waiting with a temporary. 
 It takes a few weeks, but so much can happen. 
 This is how I lost four molars in two years. I simply couldn’t wait.

Finishing my Master’s thesis  
in my teenage bedroom,  
back at my mother’s house  
after leaving graduate school early,  
after the divorce. Six years clean 
gone, & both addictions, back.

 
Commit to the Day

Ava C. Cipri
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Post-Cobra, on Medicaid, food stamps, 
& filing bankruptcy I stood 
in the grocery store line 
praying no one was watching me
pay with my EBT card. 
 The cashier’s light blinked & dinged. 
I would never judge anybody else, 
but this was me at the register 
leaving half  my groceries behind.

Back home, unpacking, where the food stood  
as a constant reminder of  my shame.  
 Most mornings it was difficult to commit to the day  
  before me, to dress, to eat.

I’ve forced my fingers down my throat  
& purged in bathrooms across this city.  
My body, craving that endorphin fix.
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Eventually, the days blurred together like passing cargo on a train  
& I couldn’t remember, couldn’t keep track  
of  the last time I ate,  
purged,  
took my medication or kept it down.

The Pitt Dental School student endodontist had never seen anything like it, 
yet didn’t question me. He wanted to fuck me & slipped me his number.  
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We’re in Galatoire’s and I watch you nibble the shrimp remoulade 
with some regret and not a little nausea. I don’t like you. The feeling 
is mutual but here we are. I invited you because you’re beautiful and 
everyone needs a dose of  beauty in the otherwise miasmal cumulus 
of  passing time. What does that say about me? I presume the worst.  
And though it’s my stupid peccadillo, I can’t stand to watch girls eat 
meat of  any kind. They should eat flowers that smell heavenly. Hitler 
said eating meat is eating a corpse. Not that I admire Hitler. They say 
he loved children and always smelled like soap to disguise his con-
stant gaseous effusions. From here we’ll stroll down Bourbon and cut 
across to the Napoleon House for Ramos Gin Fizzes—or maybe a 
few shots of  yellow chartreuse. Someone will have slid Ravel’s Pavane 
for a Dead Princess onto the ancient turntable, 

 
 Mars and Venus on a blind date in the Vieux Carre

 
You’re Beautiful

louis gallo
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and you will stare at the ceiling. I still don’t like you.  This is where 
they sought to sequester Napoleon after his planned rescue from St. 
Helena’s—which didn’t work out. And who can decide what’s true or 
false anymore? Maybe I love you, I don’t know, but it’s pretty feeble 
to desire someone because they’re beautiful. I’ve met some pretty evil 
beautiful people. And you just sit there at the table sipping a straw-
berry daiquiri, that blank look on your face. You hate me. Why are we 
here together? Napoleon lost Waterloo because his hemorrhoids were 
flaring, not because Wellington was a better tactician. I don’t tell you 
any of  this because you would sigh, smile wanly and blink your eyes.  
I don’t tell you anything. You don’t tell me anything.  We’re miserable.  
Like Monet’s blue lilies, Van Gogh’s Wheat Field with Crows, Goya’s Los 
Desastres de la Guerra . . . God, you’re beautiful. 
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Sadie wants a good drunk, a drunk that leaves her lighter than her 
body, like she could drift away  and  be  gone,  a  pleasant,  con-
tented,  golden  kind  of   drunk.  We  are  sitting  in  a  dive  bar  on 
Front Street that doesn’t have a name, only a rusted metal sign above 
the door – WHISKEY BY THE DRINK. So that’s what we have, 
whiskey by the drink that the bartender pours from a slender bottle, 
grandiose, sweeping pours that swoop the booze into the glass with 
a splash of  amber liquid and a satisfying swirl. It’s the type of  place 
where when I’m finished with my drink, in a single burning gulp, I’m 
tempted to slam the glass down and growl, “Barkeep – another!”

Sadie says she’s done with this world, not like “goodbye cruel world,” 
but just done with this world that Sadie occupies during the week, 

 
Drunk

Peter J. Stavros
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to pay the bills, to make ends meet, this world she scurries to in the 
mornings, this world that occurs in a non-descript office in a generic 
office park with a man-made pond stocked with unnaturally bright 
koi, this world where she does whatever she does from eight-thirty to 
five, general ledgers and reconciliations and shit. “Shit!” Sadie gasps, 
a reaction to another stiff  shot of  whiskey and to punctuate her 
point. “I’m tired of  this shit ... I’m done with this world.” Sadie’s not 
sure what world she’d rather live in only that it’s not this one, never 
was, of  that much she is sure. 

There’s no use in telling Sadie that everyone feels this way, that we all 
struggle through these lulls, that eventually you wake up not knowing 
where the hell you are or how the hell you got  here.  Sadie’s  heard  
it. “Shit,”  she murmurs,  contemplating her  empty  glass,  her  head  
in  her hands, her curls colored copper in the fall bobbing in her face. 
There’s something inside Sadie that has her convinced she’s better 
than this, whatever this happens to be, that she’s destined for greater 
things and until she finds what those greater things are it’s perfectly 
alright to be miserable. Sadie hops off  her stool, and staggers across 
the mostly vacant bar, at three-something on a Sunday afternoon 
because every now and again you need a good drunk on a Sunday 
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afternoon. She  finds  the  jukebox  in  the  corner,  next  to  the  
cigarette  machine  and  an  out-of-service  cash register draped in an 
elaborate spider web. Sadie asks what I want to hear, before picking 
a song, before  I  can  respond,  Quiet  Hollers,  a  song  Sadie  says  
makes  her  cry.  Then  she  staggers  back, pushes  herself   onto  her  
stool,  and  proclaims,  with  a  smack  of   her  delicate  hand  on  the  
sturdy wooden counter, “Barkeep – another!”

“What are we gonna do, buddy?” Sadie starts to slur, the whiskey 
taking effect, on her, on me, as I squint to see only one of  Sadie. She 
fiddles with my sunglasses, twirling them, dropping them,  twirling  
them  some  more,  putting  them  on,  masking  her  blue  eyes.  And  
then,  solemn,  as solemn as someone can be pounding whiskey by 
the drink at a dive bar on a Sunday afternoon, “I mean it, goddammit. 
I’m serious” – only when she says “serious” she jumbles the letters so 
the word doesn’t sound the way it should. “What are we gonna do,” 
she continues, undaunted, “about me, about us?”

I tell Sadie that I just want her to be happy, and I do, and that I just 
want her to do what she wants to do, and I do that too. Sadie turns to 
me, behind my aviator shades, and says, “thank you, buddy,” 
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and “I love you, buddy,” and something I can’t understand, the ef-
fects of  the whiskey, on her, on me. She requests a menu from the 
bartender, who responds, in a tone to convey he’d rather us not be 
here, that they don’t serve food. Instead Sadie orders one last round 
and has the bartender call us a taxi. We choke back the hooch, then 
scrape together enough money to pay our tab and stumble outside to 
wait for our cab. The burst of  sunlight makes me regret not grabbing 
my sunglasses from Sadie. 

Standing on the sidewalk, slightly swaying, I pull Sadie closer, and 
not only to keep my balance but also for the sake of  pulling her 
closer, and I whisper, “seriously” – and I jumble the letters the same 
as Sadie – “whatever you want to do.” Sadie smiles, and says thanks 
again, and that she loves me again, and confesses she already quit her 
job, on Friday. Sadie explains how she cleaned out her cube, tossed 
everything, the framed pictures, the potted plant, the yellow ceramic 
mug from our weekend in Chicago, into a box along with a ream of  
printer paper and a bowl of  leftover  Halloween  candy  from  the  
breakroom.  “I  just  left,  I  fucking  left,”  she  says  as  our  cab 
squeals  to  the  curb.  Sadie  opens  the  door  with  both  hands  
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and  all  her  weight,  and  falls  into  the back seat. I pause for a sec-
ond, maybe longer, to acclimate, this change in Sadie’s situation, and 
ours, before climbing in beside her. 

We direct the driver where to go, and with us talking over each 
other, and the effects of  the whiskey, and not knowing if  he remem-
bers where the old Sears used to be, we hope he got it. As the  cab  
squeals  away,  Sadie  leans  her  head  on  my  shoulder,  and  gently  
dozes.  I  can  feel  her breathing. Outside the window, life blurs by, 
as it usually does, as it always will, with no regard for me or Sadie or 
the choices we must make. I sigh, resolve to surrender, at least for the 
length of  this ride, maybe longer, and to deal with whatever needs 
dealing with when we get home, if  the cab driver can find our home. 
Another sigh. I take Sadie’s hand, my fingers intertwine with hers, 
and I doze too. 
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He didn’t return to Juilliard, not after he buried his mother. Not after 
they swept up her hair in a dust pan. He couldn’t return, not because 
she had died, but because they hadn’t warned him first; her long hair 
shorn off  by a hospital razor, her bruised skull cracked open by a 
surgeon for the expansion of  a swelling brain. Someone should have 
told him how he would find her, like that, raped of  all her hair. That 
is how she was lowered into the soft soil of  that spring, with hun-
dreds of  staples forming a most perfect zipper traveling across her 
shaved scalp.

Graveside he played Shostakovich, Concerto No. 1 in A minor be-
cause he said it was the saddest song his violin knew. After, he locked 
it in its case and buried it beneath his bed to avoid its uncontrollable

 
Concerto No. 1 in A Minor

Audra Coleman
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sobs. He says sometimes he can still hear the strings cry out from 
hunger, begging to be fed, and still each night the wood whimpers in 
the darkness of  red velvet to be let out, if  just to be held for a mo-
ment.

It is only a matter of  time before it will grow completely still, silent. 
It, too, has become an orphan abandoned in its crib. He says that 
one day soon it won’t respond at all—not even to the most tender of  
touch.
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Pretty Owl Poetry: How would you describe and define collage art?
 
Jessica Earhart: To me collage art is an experience having endless 
possibilities with limited materials and finding the combination that 
just feels right. There is a lot of  problem solving and intuition that 
goes into finding images that were never meant to be paired together 
but make a perfect match. The entire process from collecting imagery 
to formulating a composition is very thrilling to me.
 
POP: What kind of  supplies and materials do you use?
 
JE: My collage work is analogue therefore most of  my materials are 
physical images. I have been doing collage for ten years and essen-
tially have a library of  collected source material including magazines, 
books, photographs, and maps. The oldest printed materials I have 
are from the late 1800s, and I have a collection from most time pe-
riods after that. I like the depth and texture you can build with print 
from different eras.

A PEAK into the Mind  
of  Collagist

Jessica Earhart
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In terms of  supplies, I use tiny scissors and an x-acto knife to cut out 
images. My preferred glue is spray adhesive. I find that the images lay 
flat without any bubbling and the glue still has a strong hold.
 
POP: What kind of  art draws you in?
 
JE: Strong usage of  color and line draws me in across all art move-
ments. I especially relate to expressionist and surrealist art. I love art 
that makes me feel something that I don’t understand.

POP: How do you come up with the names for your pieces?
 
JE: More recently, I have been working off  of  themes or series and 
will have the names in mind prior to creating each piece. I had a god-
dess series and made a list of  goddesses I wanted to honor through 
collage. I tend to have esoteric names for my stand-alone collages. I 
arrive at the names for those pieces by summing up  how I felt during 
the creation process or what it makes me think of  upon completion.

POP: Pie, cake or neither?
 
JE: Let them eat cake! Cupcakes are magic. It’s a tiny cake made just 
for you.

POP: A lot of  your work features female figures incorporated into 
the landscape. What is it that draws you to the female form and its 
deconstruction?
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JE: This describes my most recent project PEAK, a collage series I 
turned into a zine by pairing the collages with haikus I wrote about 
my experience with healing and finding self-love through mindful-
ness. The juxtaposition of  the female form within the mountainous 
landscapes symbolizes my experience with reclaiming my body after 
deep rooted trauma while declaring my strength. My work is inspired 
by my experiences and dreams and influenced by my identity. I 
strongly identify as a feminist and using feminine imagery allows my 
voice to show through in my art.

POP: Your website says you make bath products, what’s your ideal 
surrealist bath bomb?
 
JE: I’m a big advocate for self-care and recently got really into mak-
ing bath bombs, bath salts, and crystal infused perfume oils. I like 
the idea of  a 60 minute sunlapse bath bomb. The bath bomb would 
immediately transform the bathwater into a night sky and then into 
a sunrise. The water would change from sunrise to sunset in an hour 
and the fragrance would evolve from a bright citrus scent to a relax-
ing lavender.

POP: You produce zines, comics, and prints of  your art. Can you talk 
a little bit about why you chose these mediums in particular and some 
of  the advantages and challenges you’ve encountered while produc-
ing art in a printed form?

JE: I currently have 4 analogue collage zines in print:  PEAK, 
Land|Scape, Blue Sky at Night, and ISM. My first zines were self  
printed and had a very DIY look to them. ISM is the only zine I still 
self  print in black and white. I learned through getting prints of  my 
work that digital printing of  an analogue collage creates a flat yet 
crisp image, and I decided to take my zines in a different direction 
with this discovery.  
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I learned to use Photoshop, ClipStudio, and InDesign to produce 
digital print files. There was definitely a learning curve with initially 
using these tools, but I think learning to use the tools optimally for 
the collage medium has been the biggest challenge.

My collage comic project, Khloris, now has three issues out.  The 
first issue is mostly analogue, the second issue is all digital, and the 
third issue is mostly digital. I initially used ClipStudio for the book 
layout, creating panels for each page of  Khloris, but I soon realized 
that I could use the tool to create digital collages to tell the story.  
It gave me a lot of  freedom to express more movement with the 
characters by working digitally. The analogue panels in the third is-
sue were used intentionally when one of  the characters is in another 
dimension. Overall, it’s been a lot of  fun finding new ways to create 
with the introduction of  digital tools.
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